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Candidate personal code: 

Extended essay - Reflections on planning and progress form 
Candidate: This form is to be completed by the candidate during the course and completion of their EE. This document 
records reflections on your planning and progress, and the nature of your discussions with your supervisor. You must 
undertake three formal reflection sessions with your supervisor: The first formal reflection session should focus on your initial 
ideas and how you plan to undertake your research; the interim reflection session is once a significant amount of your research 
has been completed, and the final session will be in the form of a viva voce once you have completed and handed in your EE. 
This document acts as a record in supporting the authenticity of your work. The three reflections combined must amount to no 
more than 500 words. 

The completion of this form is a mandatory requirement of the EE. It must be submitted together with the completed 
EE for assessment under Criterion E. As per the ‘Protocols for completing and submitting the Reflections on 
planning and progress form’ section of the EE guide, a mark of 0 will be awarded by the examiner for criterion E if 
the RPPF is blank or the comments are written in a language other than that of the accompanying essay. 

Supervisor: You must have three reflection sessions with each candidate, one early on in the process, an interim meeting 
and then the final viva voce. Other check-in sessions are permitted but do not need to be recorded on this sheet. After each 
reflection session candidates must record their reflections and as the supervisor you must indicate the month that the 
reflection session took place, the candidate’s year of DP study at that time and initial this form. 

First reflection session 
Candidate comments: 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 
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Interim reflection 
Candidate comments: 

Final reflection - Viva voce 
Candidate comments: 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 
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Supervisor comments: 
Supervisor: By submitting this candidate work for assessment, you are taking responsibility for its authenticity. No piece of candidate work 
should be uploaded/submitted to the e-Coursework system if its authenticity is in doubt or if contradictory comments are added to this form. If 
your text in the box below raises any doubt on the authenticity of the work, this component will not be assessed.


	Text1: jpf506
	Text3: The history of North Korea has always been of great interest to me and I was wondering about the roots of its establishment for a long time. Since I was a child, I was perplexed by the fact that the Korean War was overshadowed by other big wars and by how North Korea was able to segregate itself from the rest of the world in less than 100 years. First, I wanted to explore East Asian relationships (between China and North Korea) but later, due to my own nationality, I became curious about the USSR’s influence upon the emergence of North Korea and how the USSR contributed to the Korean War at the time. My supervisor encouraged the idea and approved my topic of interest. Such a topic is barely possible to give proper credit to in a short paper and therefore I thought that this would be a great prompt for me to explore in my Extended Essay and analyze different perspectives (Western and Russian) on the matter.
	Dropdown1: [June]
	Dropdown2: [1]
	Text5: A. M.
	Text6: While conducting the research for my topic, I have faced several struggles: one of which was deciding on the relevancy of the sources that I have chosen. Having found abundant amount of sources on Korean war both in digital and physical libraries, it felt as if I was left with an overload of material. Yet, some of them turned out to be not analytical enough upon a closer inspection. Also, little information was offered about the reaction of countries at the beginning of the war. Thus, I cut down the number of scholarly articles that seemed satisfactory at first and decided to base my work on those that specifically commented on the Soviet relation to Korea. Furthermore, the origins of perspectives on the Soviet intervention in the war occurred to be more complex. This realisation led me to discover different orthodox and revisionist schools of thought on Korean history and restructure my approach to the research question.
	Dropdown3: [November]
	Dropdown4: [2]
	Text8: A. M.
	Text9: Writing on Stalin and DPRK was engaging. I enjoyed the first part of EE process: surfing through various papers and books on Korean history in the 20th century. Reaching out to the professional network of librarians and university professors for their advice on the appropriate literature on Stalin and Kim Il-Sung was methodically enlightening. Their various perspectives sometimes made me backtrack from the research question. One of the key insights I gained was that the scope and selection of the sources determines the scope of the historical analysis. While there are many angles one could approach the topic, your essay becomes just hypothetical if you employ only your own lense of analysis. One needs to sort the historical and personal biases of the sources with critical thinking and write in an academic tone. I reckon I achieved my goals. I grasped that there are more arguments justifying the reasons for inducing war. In the future, elaborating the nuances of Western and Russian historical sources on the history of the USSR would be captivating
	Dropdown5: [March]
	Dropdown6: [2]
	Text11: A. M.
	Text12: I received the final (and only) version after our formal local deadline which made it impossible to suggest any improvements. The main reason for this delay was that the candidate had a complete computer breakdown where all the information, written parts as well as collected sources were lost. Not only was this a personal catastrophe but it also affected the work in a negative way. The candidate wasn’t able to produce anything for several weeks. Over the years (over 20+ years as a IBDP History teacher) I have come across several candidates that claimed computer failure which in many cases it was just a personal “hardware failure” called LAZY. In this case the reaction was a bit different so I’m not sure what to believe.
   If we focus on the topic chosen it was not the candidates first suggestion. I received three different suggestions – all about North Korea. After we discussed the different topics I suggested a topic where the ethnic background of the candidate (Russian) could make it possible to make a more in-depth study. We agreed on something about the Korean War and the USSR/Stalin. The candidate would eventually choose the following angle “To what extent was Stalin reluctant to approve the invasion of the Republic of Korea (ROK) by the Democratic People's Republic (DPRK)?” I knew that the candidate was going to spend the summer vacation in Russia so my suggestion was to find sources that could be used and later compared with a more Western view of the Korean War and the influence of the USSR/Stalin.
   The candidate spent part of the vacation doing the necessary research in Russia and then came back to our school. It was in the process of producing the full EE draft that the computer breakdown came. Until then we had discussed the topic and I had seen some rough parts of the EE, but not enough to evaluate – just for discussing. After the computer breakdown I received a long e-mail and then I did not hear from the candidate for over a month (meanwhile the formal deadline of our school was passed). I had (of course) sent the small bits of the EE I had in my possession to the candidate but as mentioned – it took a long time to recover the losses. So – a week ago I finally received the completed EE. Reading through it I realize that it needed some work, but time does not allow that. It still has an embryo to a good EE and that’s why I evaluate it with a passing grade.
   Yesterday (3/3 2022) we had the Viva Voce. The interview was mostly about the work done and we did not discuss the technical problems very much, but when it came to advice for future students at the end of the interview it was to make sure you backup your work and make digital copies of your borrowed sources in case of a computer failure. The personal experience obviously had an impact since I did not receive the ordinary advice like “Start early”; “Choose a topic that interest you”; “Make sure good sources are available”; etc... Still, I find it a bit confusing that the candidate did not bring up the computer breakdown in the reflections.


